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Abstract: Taking the supersymmetric inverse seesaw mechanism as the explanation for
neutrino oscillation data, we investigate charged lepton flavor violation in radiative and
3-body lepton decays as well as in neutrinoless µ − e conversion in muonic atoms. In
contrast to former studies, we take into account all possible contributions: supersymmet-
ric as well as non-supersymmetric. We take CMSSM-like boundary conditions for the
soft supersymmetry breaking parameters. We find several regions where cancellations be-
tween various contributions exist, reducing the lepton flavor violating rates by an order
of magnitude compared to the case where only the dominant contribution is taken into
account. This is in particular important for the correct interpretation of existing data
as well as for estimating the reach of near future experiments where the sensitivity will
be improved by one to two orders of magnitude. Moreover, we demonstrate that ratios
like BR(τ → 3µ)/BR(τ → µe+e−) can be used to determine whether the supersymmetric
contributions dominate over the W± and H± contributions or vice versa.
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1 Introduction
The recent discovery of a bosonic state at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2] stands
as a major breakthrough in particle physics. Although further confirmation is required,
all data are compatible with the long-awaited Higgs boson, thus completing the Standard
Model (SM) particle content. Furthermore, the properties and decay modes of this scalar
are in good agreement with the SM expectations, making the SM picture more motivated
than ever.
In this context, it is crucial to keep in mind that the SM cannot be the ultimate theory.
In fact, and besides theoretical arguments such as the hierarchy problem, there are very
good experimental reasons to go beyond the SM (BSM). The best of these motivations is
the existence of non-zero neutrino masses and mixing angles, now firmly established by
neutrino oscillation experiments [3–5]. Since the SM lepton sector does not include them,
one has to go beyond the SM.
A generic prediction in most of these neutrino mass models is lepton flavor violation
(LFV), not only in the neutrino sector but also for the charged leptons. Depending of

















very different. For instance, high-scale models typically predict small branching ratios,
thus making LFV hard (if not impossible) to be discovered. In contrast, one expects
measurable LFV rates if the scale of new physics is not far from the electroweak (EW)
scale. These low-scale mechanisms generating neutrino masses are thus more attractive
from a phenomenological point of view, since they offer a window to new physics thanks to
their LFV promising perspectives. Moreover, they can be directly tested at the LHC via
the production of new particles if these are light enough.
On the experimental side, the field of LFV physics will live an era of unprecedented
developments in the near future, with dedicated experiments in different fronts.1 In the
case of the muon radiative decay µ→ eγ, the MEG collaboration has announced plans for
future upgrades. These will allow for an improvement of the current bound, BR(µ→ eγ) <
5.7 · 10−13 [7], reaching a sensitivity of about 6 · 10−14 after 3 years of acquisition time [8].
Limits on τ radiative decays are less stringent, but they are expected to be improved at
Belle II [9]. These will also search for lepton flavor violating B-meson decays. Moreover,
the perspectives for the 3-body decays `α → 3 `β are good as well. The decay µ→ 3 e was
searched for long ago by the SINDRUM experiment [10], setting the limit Br(µ → 3 e) <
1.0 · 10−12. The future Mu3e experiment announces a sensitivity of ∼ 10−16 [11], which
would imply a 4 orders of magnitude improvement. In the case of τ decays to three charged
leptons, Belle II will again be the facility where improvements are expected [12], although
recently the LHCb collaboration has reported first bounds on τ → 3µ [13]. The LFV
process where the best developments are expected in the next few years is neutrinoless
µ − e conversion in muonic atoms. In the near future, many different experiments will
search for a positive signal. These include Mu2e [14–16], DeeMe [17], COMET [18, 19]
and PRISM/PRIME [20]. The expected sensitivities for the conversion rate range from
a modest 10−14 in the near future to an impressive 10−18. Finally, one can also search
for LFV in high-energy experiments, such as the LHC. A popular process in this case is
the Higgs boson LFV decay to a pair of charged leptons, h → `α`β, with α 6= β [21, 22],
which has recently received some attention [23–34]. First bounds on h → µτ have been
reported by the CMS collaboration [35].2 For other possibilities to search for LFV at high-
energy colliders, see [36–52]. In table 1 we collect present bounds and expected near-future
sensitivities for the most popular low-energy LFV observables.
With such a large variety of processes, a proper theoretical understanding of potential
hierarchies or correlations in a given model becomes necessary. This goal requires detailed
analytical and numerical studies of the different contributions to the LFV processes, in
order to determine the dominant ones and to get a proper interpretation of the LFV
bounds. Furthermore, the understanding of the LFV anatomy of several models allows
one to discriminate among them by using combinations of observables which have definite
predictions [58].
In this work we are interested in LFV in supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric vari-
ants of the inverse seesaw model (ISS) [59]. This low-scale neutrino mass model constitutes
1See [6] for a recent review.

















LFV Process Present Bound Future Sensitivity
µ→ eγ 5.7× 10−13 [7] 6× 10−14 [8]
τ → eγ 3.3× 10−8 [53] ∼ 3× 10−9 [9]
τ → µγ 4.4× 10−8 [53] ∼ 3× 10−9 [9]
µ→ eee 1.0× 10−12 [10] ∼ 10−16 [11]
τ → µµµ 2.1× 10−8 [54] ∼ 10−9 [9]
τ− → e−µ+µ− 2.7× 10−8 [54] ∼ 10−9 [9]
τ− → µ−e+e− 1.8× 10−8 [54] ∼ 10−9 [9]
τ → eee 2.7× 10−8 [54] ∼ 10−9 [9]
µ−,Ti→ e−,Ti 4.3× 10−12 [55] ∼ 10−18 [20]
µ−,Au→ e−,Au 7× 10−13 [56]
µ−,Al→ e−,Al 10−15 − 10−18
µ−,SiC→ e−,SiC 10−14 [57]
Table 1. Current experimental bounds and future sensitivities for some low-energy LFV observ-
ables.
a very interesting alternative to the usual seesaw mechanism. The suppression mechanism
that guarantees the smallness of neutrino masses is the introduction of a slight breaking
of lepton number in the singlet sector, in the form of a small (compared to the EW scale)
Majorana mass for the X singlets. This allows for large Yukawa couplings compatible
with a low (TeV or even lower) mass for the seesaw mediators. With this combination,
one expects a very rich phenomenology, including sizable LFV rates and additional con-
tributions to the radiative corrections to the Higgs mass [60–62]. In the supersymmetric
(SUSY) version of the ISS, the new singlet fermions are promoted to singlet superfields.
The appealing features of the ISS mechanism are kept also in the SUSY version.
LFV in models with light right-handed (RH) neutrinos has already been studied in
great detail. Early studies [63–66] already pointed out the existence of large enhancements
in the LFV rates with respect to those found in high-scale models. More recently, there
has been a revived interest due to the expected experimental improvements in the near
future. Interestingly, dominant contributions have been found in (non-SUSY) box diagrams
induced by RH neutrinos. This was first shown in [67] and later confirmed in [68–70]. In
this case, the future µ − e conversion experiments will play a major role in constraining
light right-handed neutrino scenarios. The usual photon penguin contributions get also
enhanced in the presence of light RH neutrinos, see for example [71]. Regarding the
SUSY contributions, several studies have recently addressed the role of the Z-penguins.
A large enhancement with respect to the usual dipole contribution was reported in [72].
Later, this result was (qualitatively) confirmed in [70] and further exploited in several
phenomenological studies [73–76]. However, in [77] it was shown that the results in [72]

















this has a negligible impact in the case of high-scale seesaw models, this is not the case for
low-scale seesaw models like the supersymmetric version of the ISS.
Given that recent studies pointed out important but partial results and the upcoming
experimental improvements, we aim in this work for a complete calculation of the various
LFV observables taking into account all contributions at the same time. One of our results
will be that there exist several regions in parameter space where cancellations between
various contributions occur, changing the interpretation of existing and future experimental
results. In order to do so we have made use of FlavorKit [79], a tool that combines the
analytical power of SARAH [80–84] with the numerical routines of SPheno [85, 86] to obtain
predictions for flavor observables in a wide range of models. This setup makes use of
FeynArts/FormCalc [87–92] to compute generic predictions for the form factors of the
relevant operators and thus provides an automatic computation of the flavor observables.
We use this setup to compute for the first time the Higgs penguin contributions to LFV in
the inverse seesaw.3 In addition, we improve previous studies in others aspects as well: (i)
we make use of the full 2-loop renormalization group equations (RGEs) including all flavor
effects in the SM and SUSY sectors to obtain the parameters entering the calculation, and
(ii) we include for the first time the decays τ− → µ+e−e− and τ− → e+µ−µ−.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present the ISS model and its
supersymmetric extension. The LFV observables induced by the extended particle content
and the dominant contributions are discussed in section 3, and in section 4 we present
our numerical results. In section 5 we draw our conclusions. In the appendices we first
introduce the formulae for the mass matrices and our convention for the loop integrals
before presenting the additional contributions to the 1- and 2-loop RGEs compared to the
MSSM case. More importantly, they contain the complete set of contributions to the LFV
observables discussed in this paper.
2 Inverse seesaw model and its supersymmetric extension
In the inverse seesaw, the Standard Model field content is extended by nR generations of
right-handed neutrinos νR and nX generations of singlet fermions X (such that nR+nX =
Ns), both with lepton number L = +1 [59, 63, 94]. The corresponding Lagrangian before
EWSB has the form





i Xj + h.c. , (2.1)
where a sum over i, j = 1, 2, 3 is assumed.4 LSM is the SM Lagrangian, Yν are the neutrino
Yukawa couplings and MR is a complex mass matrix that generates a lepton number
3The Higgs penguin contributions to LFV processes were first considered in the context of the inverse
seesaw in [93]. However, our paper goes beyond this reference in two ways: by doing the computation in
the mass basis and by taking into account all contributions to the Higgs penguins.
4The ISS requires the introduction of at least two right-handed neutrinos in order to account for the
active neutrino masses and mixings. The most minimal ISS realization [95–97] consists in the addition of
two right-handed and two sterile neutrinos to the SM content. However, its minimal SUSY realization [98]

















conserving mass term for the fermion singlets. The complex symmetric mass matrix µX
violates lepton number by two units and is naturally small, in the sense of ’t Hooft [99], since
in the limit µX → 0 lepton number is restored. This Majorana mass term also leads to a
small mass splitting in the heavy neutrino sector, which then become quasi-Dirac neutrinos.
After EWSB, in the basis (νL , ν
C












2 is the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the Higgs boson.
Under the assumption µX  mD  MR, the mass matrix MISS can be block-





R mD , (2.3)
whereas the heavy quasi-Dirac neutrinos have masses corresponding approximately to the
entries of MR.
As usual, one can easily obtain a supersymmetric version of the model by promoting the
corresponding fields to superfields ν̂Ci and X̂i (i = 1, 2, 3) and including the corresponding
interactions in the superpotential. This reads























u − abY ijd D̂Ci Q̂aj Ĥbd − abY ije ÊCi L̂aj Ĥbd + abµĤauĤbd , (2.5)
where we skipped the color indices. The corresponding soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian is
given by





























where BijMR and B
ij
µX are the new parameters involving the scalar partners of the sterile
neutrino states. Notice that while the former conserves lepton number, the latter violates












































































The neutrino mass matrix has the same form as in eq. (2.2), just replacing v by vu, the vev
of the up-type Higgs boson. The mass matrices of this model are the same as in the MSSM
apart from the sneutrino sector. Neglecting for the moment being the soft-breaking terms


















































ν −µSM †R MTRM∗R +m2S + µSµ∗S
 (2.8)
with
DL = −m2Z cos2 θW cos 2β 1 . (2.9)
The complete mass matrices including the B-parameters as well as all other mass matrices
can be found in appendix A.1.
3 Low energy observables
The fact that the LHC has not yet seen any supersymmetric particles [101, 102] implies, at
least in the specific SUSY model we consider in this work, that squarks and gluinos must
be heavy. However, it could well be that sleptons, charginos and neutralinos are relatively
light, thus having large contributions to LFV decays. Here we will consider the processes
`α → `βγ, `α → `β`γ`δ and µ − e conversion in nuclei. In this section we will present the
effective low-energy lagrangian and the basic formulae for the observables. This will also
serve to fix our notation (we stay close to the conventions of ref. [79]). The details for the
calculations of the corresponding form factors can be found in appendices C–G.
3.1 Effective lagrangian
The interaction lagrangian relevant for LFV can be written as
LLFV = L``γ + L4` + L2`2d + L2`2u . (3.1)
with





























βΓIPX`αd¯γΓIPY dγ + h.c. (3.4)
L2`2u = L2`2d|d→u,B→C . (3.5)
Here e is the electric charge, q the 4-momenta of the photon, PL,R =
1
2(1 ∓ γ5) are the

















Furthermore, we have defined ΓS = 1, ΓV = γµ and ΓT = σµν . We omit flavor indices in
the form factors for the sake of simplicity. The underlying Feynman diagrams as well as
the complete analytic results are given in appendices D–G.
Whenever possible, we have compared the explicit analytical formulae for the form
factors with results already available in the literature. The supersymmetric contributions
to boxes, Higgs penguins, photon penguins were found to perfectly agree with [78, 103],
while the supersymmetric Z-penguins only differ from [78] via a constant term as pointed
out in [77]. This constant term does not impact the result of [78] where a high-scale seesaw
mechanism is considered but it can lead to non-physical results in low-scale seesaw models.
We have also cross-checked our calculation of the non-SUSY boxes with [68], confirming
their results. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first calculation of the non-SUSY
Higgs penguins in a two Higgs doublet Model, thus no comparison was possible.
3.2 `α → `βγ
In case of the radiative decay `α → `βγ, the corresponding decay width is given by [104]





(|KL2 |2 + |KR2 |2) , (3.6)
where the dipole form factors KL,R2 are defined in eq. (3.2), αem being the fine structure
constant.
3.3 `−α → `−β `−β `+β
Next, we consider the `−α (p)→ `−β (p1)`−β (p2)`+β (p3) 3-body decays. Using the operators in
our LFV lagrangian, the decay width is given by























(∣∣∣AˆVLL∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣AˆVRR∣∣∣2)+ 13





























































2KX1 (X,Y = L,R) . (3.8)
The mass of the leptons in the final state has been neglected in this formula, with the
exception of the numerical factors that multiply the KL,R2 contribution.
5 Eq. (3.7) agrees










































































, with EL and ER the
tree-level Z-boson couplings to a pair of charged leptons (see appendix A.2).
with the one in ref. [78], but includes in addition ASLR and A
S
RL. In [78], these contributions
were absorbed in the corresponding vector form factors, AVLR and A
V
RL, by means of a
Fierz transformation [105]. In contrast, ASLR and A
S
RL were explicitly added to the set of
contributing form factors in [70]. The relation between our coefficients and the ones of [78]
is given in table 2.
3.4 `−α → `−β `−γ `+γ












































Here we have used the same definition as in eq. (3.8). Furthermore, as for `α → 3 `β, the
mass of the leptons in the final state has been neglected in the decay width formula, with
the exception of the dipole terms KL,R2 .
Finally, we note that eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) are in perfect agreement with the expressions

















3.5 `−α → `+β `−γ `−γ
Finally, we consider the `−α (p) → `+β (p1)`−γ (p2)`−γ (p3) 3-body decays, with β 6= γ. The







































The same definitions and conventions as in the previous two observables have been used.
Notice that this process does not receive contributions from penguin diagrams, but only
from boxes.
3.6 Coherent µ− e conversion in nuclei
We now turn to the discussion of µ− e conversion in nuclei, which will follow the conven-
tions and approximations described in refs. [103, 106] (see also [107–109] for detailed works
regarding the effective lagrangian at the nucleon level, [68, 110] for a calculation including
the effects of the atomic electric field and [111] for recent improvements on the hadronic un-
certainties). The conversion rate, relative to the the muon capture rate, can be expressed as













{∣∣∣(Z +N)(g(0)LV + g(0)LS)+ (Z −N)(g(1)LV + g(1)LS)∣∣∣2 +∣∣∣(Z +N)(g(0)RV + g(0)RS)+ (Z −N)(g(1)RV + g(1)RS)∣∣∣2} 1Γcapt . (3.11)
Z and N are the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus and Zeff is the effective
atomic charge [112]. Similarly, GF is the Fermi constant, Fp is the nuclear matrix element
and Γcapt represents the total muon capture rate. pe and Ee (' mµ in our numerical eval-





XK (with X = L,R and K = S, V ) can be written in terms of effective





























For coherent µ − e conversion in nuclei, only scalar (S) and vector (V ) couplings con-
tribute [106]. Furthermore, sizable contributions are expected only from the u, d, s quark


























α−1em 127.92783 Gµ 1.11639 · 10−5GeV−2
αS 0.11720 MZ 91.18760 GeV
mb(mb) 4.2 GeV mt 172.9 GeV
mτ 1.777 GeV














S = 2.5 . (3.13)









































d-quarks (u-quarks), with X = L,R and K = S, V .
4 Results
4.1 Numerical setup
For the numerical examples we have implemented the model in the Mathematica pack-
age SARAH [80–84], which creates the required modules for SPheno [85, 86] to calculate
the masses and mixing matrices including the complete 1-loop corrections. In the Higgs
sector we include in addition the known 2-loop corrections to the Higgs mass from the
MSSM [114–119]. However, this does not include 2-loop corrections stemming from the
extended neutrino and sneutrino sectors, where we can have sizable Yukawa couplings.
Moreover, SARAH calculates also the full 2-loop RGEs including the entire flavor structure
for the model, which we have summarized in appendix B. This will be of great importance
in our numerical studies, as we use CMSSM-like boundary conditions, see below for their
definition. In the flavor observables we include all possible contributions. These are calcu-
lated using the FlavorKit interface [79]. In the context of this project we have extended
the lists of observables implemented in FlavorKit by `−α → `−β `+β `−γ and `−α → `−β `−β `+γ .
The numerical evaluation of each parameter point is performed as follows: the Yν
Yukawa couplings are calculated using a modified Casas-Ibarra parameterization [120],
properly adapted for the inverse seesaw [121, 122] (and fixing MR = 2 TeV, µX = 10
−5 GeV




































R , and V is the matrix that diagonalizes X as V XV
T = Xˆ. Furthermore,




0 cos θR23 sin θ
R
23
0 − sin θR23 cos θR23






− sin θR13 0 cos θR13


cos θR12 sin θ
R
12 0
− sin θR12 cos θR12 0
0 0 1
 . (4.2)
Below we will set R to the unit matrix except when stated otherwise. We use the best-fit
values for the neutrino oscillation parameters as given in [123]:
∆m221 = 7.60 · 10−5 eV2 , ∆m231 = 2.48 · 10−3 eV2 ,
sin2 θ12 = 0.323 , sin
2 θ23 = 0.467 , sin
2 θ13 = 0.0234 . (4.3)
which are close to the ones obtained in [3–5]. We make use in our scans of the values






fixed with f = 1 even if we vary MR. This is because one can always adjust µX to fulfill
neutrino oscillation data without affecting any of our observables.
SPheno derives the SM gauge and Yukawa couplings at MZ where we take the masses
and couplings given in table 3 as input. 2-loop RGEs for the dimensionless parameters
are then used to evaluate these couplings at MGUT , defined by the requirement g1 = g2,
where g1 and g2 are the couplings for the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge groups, respectively.

















M1 = M2 = M3 ≡M1/2
Ti ≡ A0Yi i = e, d, u, ν
The mixed soft-term m2
XνC
is set to zero at the GUT scale and is not generated via RGE
effects. Moreover, the phase of µ, which is an RGE invariant, is given as input. The ratio of
the Higgs vevs, tanβ = vuvd , completes the list of input parameters. Then 2-loop RGEs are
used to evolve these parameters to QEWSB =
√
t˜1t˜2. The numerical values for superpoten-
tial terms MR and µX , as well as for their corresponding soft terms BMR and BµX , are used
as input at the SUSY scale. Bµ and |µ| are obtained as usual from the minimization condi-
tions of the vacuum.6 AtMSUSY the 1-loop corrected masses are calculated before the RGEs
6In principle one could require that all B-parameters are proportional to each other, e.g. Bµ : BMR :
BµX = µ : MR : µX . However, as their actual value does not have any significant impact as long as this
















































































Figure 1. BR(µ → eγ) as a function of MSUSY and MR. The other parameters are given in the
text. The gray area roughly corresponds to the parameter space excluded by the LHC experiments.
m0 1 TeV M1/2 1 TeV
A0 -1.5 TeV MR 2 TeV
BµX 100µX BMR 100MR
tanβ 10 sign(µ) +
Table 4. Standard values for the various parameters. MR and µX are taken proportional to the
unit matrix.
run down to MZ to re-calculate gauge and Yukawa couplings using the new SUSY correc-
tions. These steps are iterated until the mass spectrum has converged with a numerical
precision of 10−4. Afterwards, SPheno runs the RGEs to Q = 160 GeV for the calculation
of the operators which contribute to quark flavor violating observables and to Q = MZ for
the calculation of the operators needed for lepton flavor violating observables. These op-
erators are then combined to compute the different observables using α(0), which includes
to a large extent the effects from running the operators between MZ and the energy scale
where the LFV processes take place (usually given by the mass of the decaying particle).
4.2 Numerical results
We will use the parameter values given in table 4 as starting point for our numerical

















by a variation of MSUSY, which actually implies a variation of three parameters at the
same time MSUSY = m0 = M1/2 = −A0. For completeness, we note that fixing the ratio
m0/A0 usually gives a Higgs boson mass, mh, that does not agree with the ATLAS and
CMS measurements. Nevertheless, we emphasize that (1) our results depend only weakly
on the value of A0, and (2) contributions mediated by h itself are subdominant. Therefore,
the actual Higgs boson mass is of little importance for our investigations here.
We start with the discussion of µ decays as the bounds are strongest in this case. In
figure 1 we show the dependence of BR(µ→ eγ) on MR and MSUSY as well as the individual
dependence of the SUSY and non-SUSY contributions. The latter consist of ν-W± and
the ν-H± contributions. There are two particular features: (i) if MR = MSUSY the SUSY
contributions are more important than the non-SUSY ones and the relative importance
of the SUSY contributions increases with the scale. The reason for the latter is that the
mixing between light and heavy neutrinos decreases like ∼ mD/MR, whereas the mixing
in the sneutrino sector decreases only logarithmically with the scale. (ii) The non-SUSY
contributions can flip its sign. This is due to a sign-difference between the ν-H± and the
ν-W± contributions to the coefficients KL,R2 . This is in contrast to the analogous decay in
the quark sector, b→ sγ, where the W±- and H±-contributions have always the same sign.
The reason for this difference can be found in eqs. (D.12)–(D.18), presented in appendix D,
where the light neutrino masses appear instead of the mass of the heavy t-quark. We have
checked explicitly, both numerically and analytically, that we recover the b → sγ result if
we replace the corresponding masses and Yukawa couplings. Finally, we stress that the
scalar masses are functions of MSUSY, which explains why also the non-SUSY contribution
actually depends on the SUSY scale. With our specific structure of the Yν matrices we
find that MR has to be larger than MSUSY for the sign flip to occur, which is also the
reason why we do not observe it in case of MR = MSUSY. The grey area corresponds to the
part of the parameter space which is excluded in the CMSSM by the most recent ATLAS
results [102]. However, we want to stress that even though the squark and gluino masses
are essentially the same in our model as in the CMSSM, the cascade decays can be quite
different due to (i) the enlarged sneutrino sector with additional light states and (ii) the
different slepton masses. Thus, this is a rather conservative bound.
In figure 2 we display our results for the branching ratio BR(µ → 3 e) as well as the
various contributions to this decay. Here we find that for the case MR = MSUSY the non-
SUSY boxes dominate. This fact was first noted in [67] and later confirmed by [68–70].
Note that this does not depend on the overall strength of the Yν couplings, which we rescale
as Yν → f Yν . This can be seen from the lower right plot: all contributions scale in the
same way. However, the situation can change in principle if one allows for additional flavor
violation in the soft SUSY breaking parameters. Note that the sign-flip induced by the H±
contributions is not as pronounced as in the case of µ → eγ, where it led to a change of
the overall sign, as the different contributions to the off-shell photon appear with different
weights. However, it is the reason for the observed kink in the non-SUSY γ-penguin. We
also observe that we have negative interference between non-SUSY Z-penguins and the
corresponding box contributions. In particular, for larger values of MR this can reduce


















































































































MSUSY = 1 TeV
MR = 2 TeV
Figure 2. BR(µ → 3e) as a function of MSUSY, MR and an overall scaling parameter f for Yν .
The other parameters are given in the text. The gray area roughly corresponds to the parameter
space excluded by the LHC experiments.
be probed by future experiments, the possible appearance of these cancellations has to be
taken into account in order to interpret the experimental results properly.
Similar features appear in case of µ−e conversion in nuclei, as exemplified for the case
of an aluminium (Al) nucleus in figure 3. The main difference is that there is a large part
of parameter space where a pronounced negative interference between the non-SUSY Z-
penguin and the corresponding box contributions can occur. Note that with the expected
sensitivity of 10−18 one can probe Yν couplings down to a few ×10−6 for MR = MSUSY =
1 TeV or, equivalently, to a mass scale of about 5 TeV in case of Yν as given in eq. (4.4). As
we found for the 3-body decays, for higher mass scales the non-SUSY Z-penguins can be as
important as the corresponding box-diagrams. The overall features are essentially element
independent as can be seen in figure 4 where we show all three observables discussed so far
together and include also µ− e conversion in titanium (Ti). In case MR 'MSUSY, we find
that µ− e conversion in nuclei is the most stringent LFV observable in our model.
Turning now to the LFV τ decays, we show in figure 5 several branching ratios for the
scenario defined above. Unfortunately, they are too small to be observed in the near future.
Below we will show alternative scenarios (in which the R matrix is not assumed to be the
unit matrix) where this is not the case. Nevertheless, they show an interesting feature which




























































































































MSUSY = 1 TeV
MR = 1 TeV
Figure 3. µ− e conversion on Al as a function of MSUSY, MR and the scaling parameter f for Yν .
The gray area roughly corresponds to the parameter space excluded by the LHC experiments.
BR(τ → 3 e). Particularly interesting is that these branching ratios are sensitive to the
relative size of the non-SUSY contributions compared to the SUSY ones. We also stress
that the various contributions contribute similarly as in case of µ→ 3 e. For completeness
we note that BR(τ → eµ+e−) and BR(τ → µe+µ−) are strongly suppressed, at least
a factor of 10−6 with respect to the other 3-body decays, as they require at least one
additional flavor violating vertex in the dominant contributions.
It is worth stressing that the fact that the µ observables are more constraining than
the τ decays is correct in large parts of the parameter space. However, there is also a
substantial part where the opposite is true, as exemplified in figure 6 where we tune the
parameters such that both, µ- and τ -observables can be discovered in the next generation
of experiments. For this we have adjusted the diagonal entries of µX as well as θ
R
23 and
calculated Yν using eq. (4.1). Clearly, this part of the parameter space requires quite some
hierarchy in µX to explain neutrino data correctly. Note that even in this part of parameter
space the ratios BR(τ → µe+e−) ' BR(τ → 3µ) and BR(τ → eµ+µ−) ' BR(τ → 3 e)
show the same dependence on the ratio MR/MSUSY as in the previous case.
The impact of the R matrix and the hierarchy in the µX entries is further illustrated
for the decays `α → `βγ in figure 7. Again, we have calculated Yν via eq. (4.1), such
that the results from neutrino oscillation experiments are explained correctly. One finds






























































































Figure 4. BR(µ→ eγ), BR(µ→ 3e), µ−e conversion in Ti and Al as a function of MR and MSUSY.
The gray area roughly corresponds to the parameter space excluded by the LHC experiments.
are more important. As in case of the 3-body decays, one finds fine-tuned combinations
of the parameters where all decays can be observed in future experiments. Note that for
fixed θR23 the branching ratios scale like f
2
R/fX where fR and fX denote an overall scaling
of MR and µX , respectively. Moreover, the branching ratios scale like tan
2 β if the SUSY
contributions dominate. In case the non-SUSY contributions dominate we find only a slight
tanβ dependence for very large tanβ values.
Finally, let us comment on the Higgs penguin contributions to the different LFV ob-
servables. In all our numerical scans they have been found to be completely negligible and
that is why we have decided not to include them in our figures. In principle, one could
look for sizable Higgs penguin contributions by going to regions in parameter space with
large tanβ and low pseudoscalar masses [93, 124]. This, however, would require dedicated
parameter scans in order to overcome the constraints from flavor data, as these regions
are already in strong tension after the LHCb measurement of the Bs → µ+µ− branching
ratio [125]. For this reason, we have not pursued this goal any further. Nevertheless, we
have checked that the Higgs penguins contributions to `α → `β`γ`δ and µ-e conversion in


































































































































Figure 5. Branching ratios for τ decays as a function of MR and MSUSY. In the upper two plots
the lines correspond to BR(µ → 3 e) (black solid), BR(τ → 3e) (blue solid), BR(τ → 3µ) (red
solid), BR(τ− → e−µ+µ−) (blue dashed) and BR(τ− → µ−e+e−) (red dashed). The gray area



































m0 = M1/2 = 1 TeV
A0 = −1.5 TeV, tan β = 10








































m0 = 0.8 TeV, M1/2 = 1 TeV
A0 = −2 TeV, tan β = 20





X , 12 eV)
Figure 6. µ- and τ -observables as a function of µX . The underlying parameters are given in
the plots. The lines correspond to BR(τ → µγ) (full red), BR(τ → 3µ) (dashed red), BR(τ− →
µ−e+e−) (dotted red), BR(µ → eγ) (full black) and BR(µ → 3 e) (dashed black). The light gray,
red, yellow and blue bands show the expected future reach of the dedicated experiments to τ → µγ,














































−5 GeV, 10−5 GeV, µ33X )
































−5 GeV, 10−5 GeV, µ33X )
tan β = 40



















−4, 10−5, 10−6) GeV
MR = 4 TeV



















−6, 10−5, 10−4) GeV
MR = 4 TeV
Figure 7. Dependence of `α → `βγ on µ33X and θR23. The lines correspond to BR(µ→ eγ) (black),
BR(τ → eγ) (blue dashed) and BR(τ → µγ) (red dotted).
5 Conclusions
This paper represents the first complete computation of selected LFV observables in sce-
narios with light right-handed neutrinos. These include the radiative decays `α → `βγ,
the 3-body decays `α → `β`γ`δ (in several variants) and neutrinoless µ − e conversion in
nuclei. Our results are valid in the inverse seesaw and should also hold in low-scale type-I
seesaw models with nearly conserved lepton number, the inverse seesaw being a specific
realization of these models. Compared to previous studies, we have also included Higgs-
penguins and considered non-supersymmetric as well as supersymmetric contributions to
the corresponding LFV amplitudes simultaneously.
For the numerical examples we took a CMSSM inspired scenario where we also consid-
ered the limiting cases with either MR MSUSY and MSUSY MR. Our main conclusions
can be summarized as follows:
• The SUSY contributions dominate the induced photon penguins if both, MR and
MSUSY, are about the same size. For MR . MSUSY/2 the non-SUSY contributions
start to dominate the radiative decays `α → `βγ.
• For low MR scales the LFV phenomenology is dominated by non-SUSY contribu-
tions. This holds in particular for the 3-body decays and µ-e conversion in nuclei.

















neutrinos in the loop. In contrast to the usual high-scale seesaw models, in which
their contributions to LFV processes are tiny, the right-handed neutrinos can play a
major role in low-scale seesaw scenarios. In what concerns the non-SUSY box contri-
butions, our results confirm previous claims in the literature [67–70]. Furthermore,
we have highlighted the relevance of the non-SUSY Z-penguins, previously regarded
as subdominant in most studies.7 They are particularly relevant for larger values
of MR, where we often find a negative interference between the Z-penguins and the
box contributions. This will be particularly important when the next generation of
experiments start to probe this mass region.
• The proper decoupling of the different contributions has been checked explicitly, e.g.
we have checked that the SUSY-contributions, the νC-X and the Higgs contributions
decouple independently as expected.
• Currently, the radiative decay µ → eγ is the most constraining LFV process. How-
ever, due to the promising experimental prospects in the near future, the situation
will change. If the coming experiments perform as planned, µ→ 3 e will be the most
relevant LFV process in the mid term, whereas neutrinoless µ−e conversion in nuclei
will set the strongest constraints in the long term.
• Ratios of τ LFV branching ratios can provide additional information about the dom-
inant contributions. In particular, when the non-SUSY contributions dominate, one
finds BR(τ− → µ−e+e−)/BR(τ → 3µ) ' BR(τ− → e−µ+µ−)/BR(τ → 3 e) '
0.5 − 0.8, whereas for a SUSY dominated scenario BR(τ− → µ−e+e−)/BR(τ →
3µ) BR(τ− → e−µ+µ−)/BR(τ → 3 e). This can in turn be used to get a hint on
the hierarchy between the seesaw and SUSY scales.
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A Masses and vertices
We give first our conventions for the mass matrices as well as for the corresponding rotation
matrices. These matrices are then used to express in appendix A.2 all the vertices needed
to calculate the LFV observables.
A.1 Mass matrices













This matrix is diagonalized by UV :
UV,∗mνUV,† = mdiaν (A.2)




























































































































































































































































































































• Mass matrix for Up-Squarks, Basis: (u˜L,α1 , u˜R,α2)
m2u˜ =
















































This matrix is diagonalized by ZU :
ZUm2u˜Z
U,† = m2,diau˜ (A.22)
• Mass matrix for Sleptons, Basis: (e˜L, e˜R)
m2e˜ =



















































This matrix is diagonalized by ZE :
ZEm2e˜Z
E,† = m2,diae˜ (A.26)
• Mass matrix for CP-even Higgs, Basis: (φd, φu)
m2h=






















This matrix is diagonalized by ZH :
ZHm2hZ
H,† = m2,diah (A.28)
• Mass matrix for CP-odd Higgs, Basis: (σd, σu)
m2A0 =



















 14v2d(g1 sin ΘW + g2 cos ΘW)2 −14vdvu(g1 sin ΘW + g2 cos ΘW)2
−14vdvu
(




































































































• Mass matrix for Neutralinos, Basis:
(
λB˜, W˜










−12g1vd 12g2vd 0 −µ
1
2g1vu −12g2vu −µ 0
 (A.37)
This matrix is diagonalized by N :
N∗mχ˜0N † = mdiaχ˜0 (A.38)














This matrix is diagonalized by U and V
U∗mχ˜−V † = mdiaχ˜− (A.40)













































































In this appendix we list all vertices relevant for our computations. Our conventions are as
follows:




















ΓV ρa V σb V
µ
c
(gρµ(−pσVc + pσVa) + gρσ(−p
µ
Va











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In addition, we introduce
W¯ d,Lijk = (W
d,R
jik )
∗ W¯ d,Rijk = (W
d,L
jik )
∗ W¯ u,Lijk = (W
u,R
jik )







∗ X¯Rijk = (X
L
jik)
∗ ˆ¯XLijk = (Xˆ
R
jik)







∗ N¯d,Rijk = (N
d,L
jik )
∗ N¯u,Lijk = (N
u,R
jik )







∗ N¯Rijk = (N
L
jik)
∗ V¯ d,Lijk = (V
u,R
jik )




V¯ +,Lijk = (V
+,R
jik )









































































































g1δαβδij sin ΘW (A.102)







































































g1δαβδij sin ΘW (A.110)
























In addition, we introduce
ˆ¯V d,Lij = (Vˆ
u,L
ji )
∗ ˆ¯V d,Rij = (Vˆ
u,R
ji )
∗ ˆ¯V +,Lij = (Vˆ
+,L
ij )




















− Z+,∗j1 Z+k2 + Z+,∗j2 Z+k1
)
(A.114)















































A˜iiijk = ΓA0i νijνik
= 0 (A.116)


















































































































































A˜rrijk = ΓA0i νRj νRk
= 0 (A.118)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i2 − Z+,∗j1 ZHi1
)
(A.125)











g1 sin ΘW − g2 cos ΘW
)
δij (A.127)
F e˜ij = Γe˜ie˜∗jγµ = −eδij (A.128)





















































































∗ H¯hwij = (H
hw
ij )
∗ F¯ hwi = (F
hw
i )





Fw = ΓW+ρ γσW−µ = g2 sin ΘW (A.136)
Zww = ΓW+ρ W−σ Zµ = −g2 cos ΘW (A.137)
B Renormalization Group Equations
We give in the following the 2-loop RGEs for the considered model. For parameters present
in the MSSM we show only the difference with respect to the MSSM RGEs. In general,














































































































































































ν Yν + Yν
(





























ν Yν − 2YνY †e YeY †e Ye − 2YνY †e YeY †ν Yν


























































































































































































































= −2YeY †ν YνY †e Te − 4YeY †ν YνY †ν Tν − 4YeY †ν TνY †e Ye − 4YeY †ν TνY †ν Yν
























































































































































e Te + 4YνY
†
ν Tν + TνY
†
e Ye + 5TνY
†

































































− 4YνY †e YeY †e Te − 2YνY †e YeY †ν Tν − 4YνY †e TeY †e Ye − 4YνY †e TeY †ν Yν
− 6YνY †ν YνY †ν Tν − 8YνY †ν TνY †ν Yν − 2TνY †e YeY †e Ye − 4TνY †e YeY †ν Yν




































































































































































































































































































































































































The RGEs of the soft SUSY breaking masses are usually written in terms of a set of traces





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ν − 6g21TνT †ν − 30g22TνT †ν
− 3g21m2νYνY †ν − 15g22m2νYνY †ν − 6g21Yνm2l Y †ν − 30g22Yνm2l Y †ν









































































































































































































































































































































The B-functions with vanishing external momenta and the arguments (a, b) are given by

































The C-functions with vanishing external momenta and the arguments (a, b, c) read
C0 = − 1



















































C1 = − 1














C2 = − 1
















C11 = − 1
6(a− b)3(a− c)(b− c)3×
×
[
b(a− c)(− 2 (a2 (b2 − 3bc+ 3c2)+ abc(b− 3c) + b2c2) log( b
a
)










(a− c)(b− c)(a (b2 + c2)
− bc(b+ c))+ c2(a− b)(3ab− c(a+ 2b)) log ( c
a
))





















a2 + ab+ b2
)
+ 3a2b2 − 3abc(a+ b)) log(b
c
)
− (a− c)(b− c) (−3c(a+ b) + 5ab+ c2))] (C.10)
In the case of external photons, often the same combinations of C-functions appear. If the
arguments are (a, b, b), these can be expressed as




(x− 1)(x(2x+ 5)− 1)− 6x2 log(x)) (C.11)
C0 + C1 + C2 =
1
2b(x− 1)3
(−x2 + 2x log(x) + 1) (C.12)

























and for (a, a, b) we get
C2 + C12 + C22 = −C12 = 1
12b(x− 1)4 (x((x− 6)x+ 3) + 6x log(x) + 2) (C.15)
C0 + C1 + C2 = −C1 = − 1
4b(x− 1)3
(
x2 − 4x+ 2 log(x) + 3) (C.16)
In the previous expressions we used x = a/b.
For the photonic monopole operators we define special loop functions
MSFF (a, b) =








+ 11a3 − 18a2b+ 9ab2 − 2b3
36(a− b)4 (C.18)








)− 6ab2 + b3)
12b(a− b)4 (C.19)








)− 6ab2 + b3)
12b(a− b)4 (C.20)
MFV V (a, b) =
6a2(a− 3b) log (ab )− (a− b) (5a2 − 22ab+ 5b2)
9(a− b)4 (C.21)





(b− a)(b− c)(b− d) +
c log ca
(c− a)(c− b)(c− d)
+
d log da







(b− a)(b− c)(b− d) +
c2log ca
(c− a)(c− b)(c− d)
+
d2 log da
(d− a)(d− b)(d− c)
]
(C.23)
In addition, we define
IC0D0(a, b, c, d) = C0(a, b, c) + dD0(a, b, c, d) (C.24)
D Photonic penguin contributions to LFV
In the following appendices we present our results for the form factors of the operators
involved in our computation, done in the mass basis. The flavor of the external fermions
will be denoted with Greek characters (α, β, γ, δ), whereas the mass eigenstates of the
particles in the loops will be denoted with Latin characters (a, b, c, d). A sum over repeated










































































We give in the following the contribution of each diagram to the different operators. We




































+ C12 + C1)m`β −NRa,β,c(C0 + C1 + C2)mχ˜0a)) (D.2)

























































∗(C0 + C1 + C2)mχ˜−c ))
)
(D.8)


























a,β,c(C11 + C12 + C1)m`β

































































( ˆ¯V +,Rα,a )
∗(Vˆ +,Ra,β )

















+ ( ˆ¯V +,Lα,a )
∗((Vˆ +,La,β )






∗FwMFV V (m2νa ,m
2
W−) (D.19)














E Z and Higgs penguin contributions to LFV
E.1 Feynman diagrams


















































































































































































































































































−NLa,α,bN¯Lc,a,bI1mχ˜0am`c))/(m2`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.3)



























































c,b(I1 − 2I2 + I3m2e˜a)) (E.10)
























































































































































































































`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.34)





































− XˆLb,α,a ˆ¯XLc,b,aI1mχ˜−b m`c))/(m
2
`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.38)











− XˆLb,α,a ˆ¯XLc,b,aI1mχ˜−b m`c))/(m
2










































β,c,a(−(CLc,bI3mχ˜−b mχ˜−c ) + C
R
c,b(I1 − 2I2 + I3m2νia)) (E.43)




β,c,a(−(CLc,bI3mχ˜−b mχ˜−c ) + C
R





















V LLZ,(c6) = Xˆ
L
b,α,a
ˆ¯XRβ,c,a(−(CLc,bI3mχ˜−b mχ˜−c ) + C
R
c,b(I1 − 2I2 + I3m2νRa )) (E.48)
V LRZ,(c6) = Xˆ
L
b,α,a
ˆ¯XRβ,c,a(−(CLc,bI3mχ˜−b mχ˜−c ) + C
R
c,b(I1 − 2I2 + I3m2νRa )) (E.49)









































































































`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.59)
SLRhp,(c2,c4) = (H
L

































































































































































































































































`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.83)
SLRA0p,(c2,c4) = (A
L





























































































































































































































`α − V +,Ra,α,bV¯ +,Rc,a,b I1m`αmνa + V +,Ra,α,bV¯ +,Lc,a,bI2m`αm`c
− V +,La,α,bV¯ +,Lc,a,bI1mνam`c))/(m2`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.103)








`α − V +,Ra,α,bV¯ +,Rc,a,b I1m`αmνa + V +,Ra,α,bV¯ +,Lc,a,bI2m`αm`c















a,i m`α(−2 ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1− 2I1)mνa + ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1 + 2I2)m`c)
+ Vˆ +,La,i (
ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1+2I2)m
2
`α−2 ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1−2I1)mνam`c)))/(m2`α−m2`c) +(α↔β)
(E.106)




a,i m`α(−2 ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1− 2I1)mνa + ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1 + 2I2)m`c)
+ Vˆ +,La,i (
ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1+2I2)m
2
`α−2 ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1−2I1)mνam`c)))/(m2`α−m2`c) +(α↔β)
(E.107)
Vertex corrections.





















































































































ww(−1 + 2(I1 + 2I2 + I3m2νa)) (E.117)





























β,c,a(−(V Lc,bI3mνbmνc) + V Rc,b(I1 − 2I2 + I3m2H−a )) (E.122)




























c,b(1− 2(I1 − 2I2 + I3m2W−)))) (E.127)
































`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.131)
SLRhp,(w1,w3) = (H
L
















SLLhp,(w2,w4) = −((HLβ,c,p(Vˆ +,Ra,i m`α(−2 ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1− 2I1)mνa + ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1 + 2I2)m`c) + Vˆ +,La,i ( ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1 + 2I2)m2`α
− 2 ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1− 2I1)mνam`c)))/(m2`α −m2`c)) + (α↔ β) (E.134)
SLRhp,(w2,w4) = −((HLβ,c,p(Vˆ +,Ra,i m`α(−2 ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1− 2I1)mνa + ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1 + 2I2)m`c) + Vˆ +,La,i ( ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1 + 2I2)m2`α



































































































p,b (I1 + I2m
2
νa) (E.145)






































































SLLhp,(w10) = 2 Vˆ
+,L
b,i
ˆ¯V +,Rβ,c (−2Hν,Rc,b,pI2mνbmνc +Hν,Lc,b,p(1− 2(I1 + I2m2W−))) (E.154)
SLRhp,(w10) = 2 Vˆ
+,L
b,i
























`α −m2`c) + (α↔ β) (E.158)
SLRA0p,(w1,w3) = (A
L




































a,i m`α(−2 ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1− 2I1)mνa + ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1 + 2I2)m`c) + Vˆ +,La,i ( ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1 + 2I2)m2`α





a,i m`α(−2 ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1− 2I1)mνa + ˆ¯V +,Rc,a (1 + 2I2)m`c) + Vˆ +,La,i ( ˆ¯V +,Lc,a (1 + 2I2)m2`α




































































































































SLLA0p,(w10) = 2 Vˆ
+,L
b,i
ˆ¯V +,Rβ,c (−2Aν,Rc,b,pI2mνbmνc +Aν,Lc,b,p(1− 2(I1 + I2m2W−))) (E.179)
SLRA0p,(w10) = 2 Vˆ
+,L
b,i


















F Box contributions to LFV
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F.1.4 W+ and H+ contributions
SLL(wl1)




















































































































































































= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ +,Lc,γ ˆ¯V +,Rδ,c mνamνcD0(m2νa ,m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.55)
SLR(wl4)
= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ +,Rc,γ ˆ¯V +,Lδ,c mνamνcD0(m2νa ,m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.56)
V LL(wl4)
= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,a Vˆ +,Lc,γ ˆ¯V +,Lδ,c (IC0D0(m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W− ,m2νa)− 3D27(m2νa ,m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W−)) (F.57)
V LR(wl4)































































































= −V +,La,α,dV¯ +,Lδ,c,dVˆ +,La,γ ˆ¯V +,Rβ,c (IC0D0(m2νc ,m2W− ,m2H−
d
















































































































































= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rδ,c Vˆ +,La,γ ˆ¯V +,Rβ,c mνamνcD0(m2νa ,m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.75)
SLR(wl8)
= −8Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Lδ,c Vˆ +,Ra,γ ˆ¯V +,Rβ,c (IC0D0(m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W− ,m2νa)− 3D27(m2νa ,m2νc ,m2W− ,m2W−)) (F.76)
V LL(wl8)

































F.2 Additional boxes for `−α → `−β `+γ `−γ
In the case of `−α → `−β `+γ `−γ it is necessary to calculate the crossed diagrams with exchanged
indices β ↔ γ explicitly.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ˆ¯V +,Lδ,d I3 (F.141)
V LR(wl
2′ )






























































































δ,d,c(4I1 − 21I2) + 5Vˆ +,Rd,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,b V +,Rb,γ,cV¯ +,Rδ,d,cI2) (F.151)
SLL(wl
4′ )






























= −4Vˆ +,Ld,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,b Vˆ +,Lb,γ ˆ¯V +,Lδ,d (IC0D0(m2νd ,m2νb ,m2W− ,m2W−)− 3D27(m2νd ,m2νb ,m2W− ,m2W−)) (F.154)
V LR(wl
4′ )















































































































































= −8Vˆ +,Ld,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,b V¯ +,Lδ,b,cV +,Ld,γ,cD27(m2νb ,m2νd ,m2W− ,m2H−c ) (F.165)
SLR(wl
7′ )
= −2Vˆ +,Ld,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,b V¯ +,Rδ,b,cV +,Rd,γ,cmνbmνdD0(m2νb ,m2νd ,m2W− ,m2H−c ) (F.166)
V LL(wl
7′ )

















= −Vˆ +,Ld,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,b V¯ +,Lδ,b,cV +,Rd,γ,cmνbmνdD0(m2νb ,m2νd ,m2W− ,m2H−c ) (F.168)
SLL(wl
8′ )














































= −2Vˆ +,Ld,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,b ˆ¯V +,Lδ,b Vˆ +,Ld,γ mνbmνdD0(m2νb ,m2νd ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.171)
V LR(wl
8′ )





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































νa)− 2D27(m2νa ,m2uc ,mS22,m2W−)) (F.202)
SLR(wd3 )













νa)− 2D27(m2νa ,m2uc ,mS22,m2W−)) (F.203)
V LL(wd3 )


































= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Lc,γ ˆ¯V d,Rδ,c mνamucD0(m2νa ,m2uc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.207)
SLR(wd4 )
= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Rc,γ ˆ¯V d,Lδ,c mνamucD0(m2νa ,m2uc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.208)
V LL(wd4 )
= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,a Vˆ u,Lc,γ ˆ¯V d,Lδ,c (IC0D0(m2uc ,m2W− ,m2W− ,m2νa)− 3D27(m2νa ,m2uc ,m2W− ,m2W−)) (F.209)
V LR(wd4 )
= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Lβ,a Vˆ u,Rc,γ ˆ¯V d,Rδ,c IC0D0(m2uc ,m2W− ,m2W− ,m2νa) (F.210)
TLL(wd4 )
















































































































































































































































































































































































































= −4V +,La,α,d ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Rδ,c V¯ d,Lc,γ,dD27(m2νa ,m2dc ,m2W− ,m2H−d ) (F.235)
SLR(wu2 )


































= −V +,La,α,d ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Rδ,c V¯ d,Lc,γ,dD27(m2νa ,m2dc ,m2W− ,m2H−d ) (F.239)
SLL(wu3 )
























































= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Rδ,c ˆ¯V d,Lc,γ mνamdcD0(m2νa ,m2dc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.245)
SLR(wu4 )
= −4Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Lδ,c ˆ¯V d,Rc,γ mνamdcD0(m2νa ,m2dc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.246)
V LL(wu4 )




























= −Vˆ +,La,i ˆ¯V +,Rβ,a Vˆ u,Rδ,c ˆ¯V d,Lc,γ mνamdcD0(m2νa ,m2dc ,m2W− ,m2W−) (F.249)
G Form factors of the 4-fermion operators


















































































































with X = V, S, T and x = `, d, u. With these, we can finally obtain the form factors of the































































































































































































and the other chiralities are given by XWRL = X
W
LR(R ↔ L) and XWRR = XWLL(R ↔ L)
(X = A,B,C; W = S, T, V ).
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